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KEMAKTA AB

ABSTRACT

This work is prepared for the Swedish Power Inspectorate

(SKI). The SKI has from the Atomic Energy Research

Establishment (AERE) at Harwell, U.K., acquired the computer

model NAMMU for groundwater hydrology calculations. The code

was first implemented on an AMDAHL 470, a IBM compatible

computer, and then modified in order to intergrate it with

HYPAC, which is a program package for pre- and post

processing finite element data, developed by KEMAKTA AB. This

report describes the modifications done to both NAMMU and

HYPAC, and the verification of the coupled program system

NAMKO-HYPAC.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) has from the

Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE) at Harwell,

England acquired the computer model NAMMU for ground water

hydrology calculations. In SKI's role as a safety authority

is included a controling task in conjunction with the licenc-

ing of repositories for radioactive waste. The objective is

to use NAMMU i.a. to review the calculations performed by he

licensee of the ground water movements around a repository.

Together with HYPAC, a program package for pre- and postpro-

cessing finite element data, NAMMU will constitute an evalu-

ation tool applicable to isothermal as well as to non-

isothermal conditions.

KEMAKTA Consultants Co has been contracted to implement NAMMU

on an AMDAHL 470 computer to which SKI has access and to

modify NAMMU och HYPAC in order to integrate these program

systems. This report is the final report for this contract.

1.2 Summary

1.2.1 Principles in ground water modelling using the finite

element method

Ground water flow calculations consist of three parts:

1) Creation of the model

2) Solution of an equation system

3) Evaluation of the results

The creation of the model involves primarily the description

of the geometry of the modelled domain by a finite element

mesh. It also means the assignment of material properties

such as hydraulic conductivity and porosity as well as the



choice of appropriate boundary conditions. Especially in

three dimensions the complex nature creates difficulties in

describing these entities completely. Extensive simplifi-

cations often have to be made to enable a reasonable descrip-

tion of topography and fracture zones etc.

The computer capacity available often limits the size of *:he

equation system that can be solved. Again simplifications

have to be made to avoid an equation system size that exceeds

the computer storage. This is particularily valid in three

dimensional modelling. The main problem in conjunction with

the evaluation of results is the visualization of the ground

water movements.

1.2.2 The coupling of NAMMU-HYPAC

The basic objective for the coupling of HAMMU to BYPAC is to

enable that models created by the HYPAC can he solved with

NAMMU and evaluated using HYPAC. The program system NAMMU

also contains the possibility to create models and to evalu-

ate results. However, the degree of complexity of models that

can be created by NAMMU is significantly less than that of

models that can be created using HYPAC. The evaluation parts

of NAMMU och HYPAC are partly parallel. It has been regarded

desirable tc maintain the flexibility to use either program

for the evaluation. This is partly achieved as models created

by HYPAC and solved with NAMMU can be evaluated using either

NAMMU or HYPAC. However, models created by NAMMU can only be

evaluated in NAMMU. These combination possibilities are shown

in figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Possible routes for information flow between

NAMMU och HYPAC

1.2.3 Short presentation of the necessary modifications

The major part of the modifications in HYPAC and NAMMU due

to the coupling of the program systems have been made in the

data input parts of the systems. Also data rearrangements and

adjustments to the new environment are in this context also

regarded as input operations. The input of a HYPAC-created

mesh to NAMMU is made with a new subroutine while the input

of NAMMU-results to HYPAC is made using routines that already

was existing.

NAMMU1s element library has been complemented with a three

dimensional cuboidal element with a variable number of nodes.

This element type is significantly different from these that

were already implemented in NAMMU. This necessitated modifi-

cation in large parts of the program.



Differences in the representation of various entities, in

particular the ground water pressure, between NAMMU och HYPAC

caused the inclusion of certain data conversion routines in

both program systems.

The modifications invoked in NAMMU and HYPAC are described in

chapters 4 and 5 respectively.



2. A DESCRIPTION OF NAMMU

2.1 Introduction

NAMMU is a finite element program for coupled heat transport

and ground water flow in a porous medium. The program is

developed at the Theoretical Physics Division, AERE, Harwell,

England /1-3/. It is used primarily for calculations in

conjunction with underground disposal of radioactive mate-

rial.

2.2 The structure of NAMMU

NAMMU is a strongly modularised program originally written in

FORTRAN IV. The core of NAMMU is the subroutine library TGSL

/4/ consisting of routines necessary for the solution of

non-linear partial differential equations using the Finite

Element Method (FEM). A high-level command language INPROC

/5/ is used for the controle of the program execution and

data input. This high-level language is designed so that the

input files can be read as a text. The three steps of a

ground water flow calculation mentioned in Section 1.2.1

correspond to the commands:

>> MODEL DATA; creates a finite element model

>> SOLVER DATA; solves the equation system

>> OUTPUT DATA; presents the results

The different commands and keywords available at different

levels are extensively described in the reference manual /6/<

In addition the keywords LIST AVAILABLE COMMANDS and LIST

AVAILABLE KEYWORDS are available to create listings of the

complete set of commands and keywords at each level.



2.3 The equation in NAMMU

The equations solved in NAMMU are two coupled partial diffe-

rential equations for the dynamic pressure Pd (2-1) and the

temperature T (2-2). NAMMU will also solve either equation

separately.
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= Thermal conductivity of rock

= Thermal conductivity of water
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2.4 Element library

The element library in NAMMU comprises a number of different

element types. The greatest selection is among the 2-dimen-

sional elements but there are also 1- and 3-dimensional

elements.

The l'-dimensional elements are 2-node linear interpolation

and 3-node quadratic interpolation beam elements. The 2-

dimensional elements are a numbex of quadrilateral and

triangular element i.a. 4-node linear, 8-node quadratic

(serendipity), 9-node quadratic (Lagrangian), 3-node linear

triangle and 6-node quadratic triangle. The threedimensional

elements are 27-26-20- and 8-node cuboidal elements. Within

the implementation and integration project described in this

report an 8-20 node cuboidal 3-dimensional element has been

introduced into NAMMU in addition to those element types

mentioned above (see Section 4.7).

2.5 Current limitation of NAMMU

In what regards the size of problems that can be treated with

NAMMU the computer used and the dimensions of the internal

matrices in NAMMU sets the limit. The current version of

NAMMU has been used to treat a ground water flow problem with

one degree of freeaom per node using 8538 nodes, 1932 ele-

ments and with a front width of the equation system of 558.
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3 A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM PACKAD HYPAC

3.1 Introduction

HYPAC is a package of programs to generate finite element

models and for evaluation of finite element computations.

HYPAC consists mainly of programs developed by KEMAKTA

Consultants Co on contracts from SKB (Swedish Nuclear Fuel

Management Co) HI. In the past HYPAC has been linked to

GWHRT /8/ which is a finite element ground-water flow model

developed by Roger Thunvik.

The programs in HYPAC communicate with each other by means of

a number of data files. The most significant of these are:

- The geometry file containing the finite element mesh

- The code file containing certain information about the mesh

geometry that fascilitates the identification of nodes and

elements e.g. for the assignment of boundary conditions and

material properties or for plotting results.

- The result file containing the computed entities at the

nodes.

- The echo file that contains a copy of the input to the flow

model (GWHRT).

3 .2 Programs that create the model

The creation of a finite element model for a ground water

flow calculation takes place in several steps. Figure 3.1

shows schematically the steps involved.

First a map with the geometry of the principal strucures to

be described by the mesh and a map describing the position of

the ground water table are digitized.
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The digitized ground water table is treated in a program, SSF

(Smooth Surface Fitting), that transfers the data to a form

where the ground water table elevation is given on a rectan-

gular grid. This is done using a fifth order polynomial

interpolation on a triangulation of the original data set.

The results from SSF is used in the AMT (Adjust Mesh to

Topography) program to modify the top of the mesh so that it

describes the ground water table. AMT unilizes a 2-dimen-

sional bi-cubic spline interpolation. Both SSF and AMT are

based on IMSL-routines /9/ for the actual interpolation.

The MPP (Mesh Pre Processing) takes its input from the

digitized geometry of principal structures and gives as

output a list of commands to be read by the Finite Element

Mesh GENerator (FEMGEN) /10/. MPP contains routines to

calculate coordinates at e.g. fracture zon.-; intersections

that were not digitized.

FEMGEN is a general interactive program developed at Lund's

Computer Centre in Sweden. It is commercially available. The

mesh is stored in a data base that can be accessed by special

routines that are contained in the FEMGEN system. PFG (Post

FemGen) is a HYPAC program that uses these access routines to

read the data base and subsequently adjusts mesh data to the

sequential geometry file format used in HYPAC. PFG also

allows the user to remove midside nodes in part of the mesh

to reduce the computational work in solving the flow problem.

The code file mentioned in Section 3.1 is generated by PFG.

In order to reduce the cost for solving the flow problem the

n 'de- and element numbering can be rearranged in the program

OPT. Fazzaque's method /ll/ is used to minimize the front

width of the equation system. Razzaque's method for element

renumbering requires an initial node numbering optimisation.

In OPT this is done using the GPS-method (Gibbs, Poole and

Stockmeyer) /12/ which is a graph theoretical method.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the steps in HYPAC

involved in the creation of the finite element

model.
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Several meshes can be merged into one mesh using the JTM

program (Join Two Meshes). This option can be useful when the

FEMGEN version used limits the size of the mesh more severely

than the flow model.

In addition to the above mentioned programs HYPAC contains

interactive programs to assign boundary conditions and

material properties. In these programs the code file is used

to fascilitate the identification of nodes and elements.

3.3 Result processing

The primary results of a ground water flow calculation using

the finite element method are the ground water pressures and

temperatures at the nodal points. These entities comprise the

input to the post processing part of HYPAC. The CLG (Contour

Line Generator) and CPL (Contour PLotting) programs allows

the contouring of hydraulic head and temperature on element

faces. The algorithm for contouring used in CLG involves

stepping along a line defined by a zero gradient. The posi-

tion of each point along the line is interpolated using the

shape functions of the finite elements. The shape of the

contours thus very honestly, reprents the solution in an

unsmothed fashion.

TRG (TRajectory Generator) is a program that can be used for

particle tracking or to interpolate the value of heads and

flow rates at given positions. The core of TRG is a search

algorithm to locate the element in which a given point is and

to give the position of this point within the element. The

particle tracking is performed using the simple method

referred to as Euler's method, forward stepping or the

explicit method. The trajectories can be plotted using TPL

(Trajectory PLotting).
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The reasonability of the results is checked using the REC

(REsult Controle) and the MBC (Mass Balance Controle) pro-

grams. REC checks that the calculated ground water pressures

are within reasonable limits with respect to the assigned

prescribed pressure boundary conditions. In MBC the flow

through every element face in the mesh is computed and added

elementvise. This enables the user to check for deviations

from conservation of mass on an element scale.

The CPL and TPL programs are currently written for use of the

D1SSPLA graphic library /13/.

3.4 Element library

The element types that currently can be used in HYPAC are a 8

node 2-dimensional quadrilateral and a 3-dimensional cuboidal

element where the number of nodes can be varied between 8 and

20 by removal of midside nodes. An expansion of the element

library in HYPAC to involve also a 6-noded 2-dimensional

triangle and a 3-dimensional prismatic element with 6-15

nodes is foreseen.
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4. MODIFICATIONS IN NAMMU

4.1 Introduction

The implementation of NAMMU on the Amdahl 470 compu e- at

Stockholms Computer Centre for Higher Education anc1 R. search,

QZ, has necessitated some modifications in *"he NAMMV ode. In

this chapter these modifications are described.

The coupling of HYPAC to NAMMU is made by a subroutine that

reads the HYPAC geometry file and adjusts the data to NAMMU

standard. This is described in Section 4.5.

The version of NAMMU received is written in FORTRAN IV and

has been run under the FORTRAN H-extended compiler. As this

compiler is no longer supported at QZ, NAMMU has been modi-

fied to comply with the FORTRAN 77 standard. The modifica-

tions made due to this are described in Section 4.3.

Other changes of NAMMU are:

- rewriting of installation dependent routines (Section 4.2)

- change of plot package (Section 4.4)

- modification of permeability handling (Section 4.6)

- implementation of a new element type (Section 4.7)

The routines that were transferred from Harwell were arranged

in several groups. Many routines occurred in more than one

version. In these cases the routines to be Included in the

Amdahl 470 version were chosen according to the following

priorities. The group "TPHSJH.NAMMU.IBM" had the highest

priorities. Routines that could not be found in this group

were searched for in the groups "TPHSJH.TGODDS.CRAY" and

"TPHSJH.TGIN.IBM" before the group "TPHSJH.TGSL.IBM".
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4.2 Modifications caused by the change of computer system

NAMMU contains certain installation dependent routines that

have been rewritten in connection with the implementation on

the Amdahl computer. These routines are:

ZA02AS: A function that measures the CPU-time elapsed from

the start of the calculation.

ZA08AS: A subroutine that reads the current time from the

system clock.

ZA10AS: A subroutine that reads the current date from the

system calender.

In addition the change of computer has revealed four formal

programming errors. These errors have not affected the

calculation results. Since they caused program execution

terminations they have been corrected. The routines involved

are MATCH, MPHRS and GETVL. In all cases a subroutine para-

meter which was used for the dimensioning of an array had the

value zero. Because FORTRAN 77 does not allow an array to

have a zero dimension the execution was terminated. The

errors have been corrected by assigning the aporopriate

variable a non-zero value (MATCH) or by avoiding the sub-

routine call whon the variable is zero (MPHRS and GETVL).

4.3 Conversion to FORTRAN 77

The major objective with the transfer from FORTRAN IV to

FORTRAN 77 has been to assure the NAMMU runs under a suppor-

ted compiler. I.e. the programming work has been kept to a

minimum. Most of the changes occur in the handling of random

access files:
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The routines ZR07AS and ZA17BS to open a random

access file and inquire for the existance of a file

respectively have been rewritten.

All DEFINE FILE Statements in subroutine DEFIL have

been changed to the appropriate OPEN statement.

In the subroutines MA32LD, MA32ID, MA32RD, RESOL,

BACSUB, OUT and 0UT2 all READ and WRITE operations to

random access files have been rewritten to FORTRAN

77.

A FIND statement was removed in MA32LD since FORTRAN

77 has no compatible function.

In order to allow a correct definition of the random

access files the value of LBUFR in subroutine STEDYC

has been changed from 20.000 to 2.500. In addition

subroutine TRANC has been complemented with COMMON/

MBURF/LBUFR and a line where LBUFR is assigned the

value 2.500.

Furthermore the text handling in subroutine PCK has been

slightly modified because FORTRAN 77 does not allow the

assignment of a character value to a LOGICAL* 1 variable.

This problem was circumvented by using an EQUIVALENCE state-

ment for the assignment.
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4.4 Change of plotting package

In the post processing part of NAMMU there are certain

possibilities for plotting of the results. The version

transferred from Harwell contained routines adapted to the

plot packages GHOST80 and GINO-F.

Neither of these packages are implemented at QZ. Most of the

plot routines in NAMMU therefore have been rewritten to make

use of the PLAM-package developed at Gothenburg's Computer

Centre /14/. It supports plotting on 15-20 different plotting

devices among which are Tektronix and Benson film plotters.

NAMMU contains 22 subroutines with references to routines in

plotting packages. Only those routines necessary for trajec-

tory plotting have been rewritten at this stage. These

routines are: EXGRAF, INGRAF, NEWPAG, TGASP, TGCHAR, TGCLOC,

TGGLOCK, TGGPOS, TGINT, TGJOIN, TGMAP, TGMOVE, TGPLOC,

TGGPOS, TGREAL and TGWIND.

The routines that currently are inactive and have to be

rewritten when called for are: TGAXES, TGCOLR, TGSIZ, TGCXY,

TGDASH and TGSYMB. More information about the plotting

facilities in NAMMU can be found in 1151.

4.5 The interface to HYPAC

4.5.1 Input of the mesh

The coupling of the program packages NAMMU and HYPAC has

caused quite a few changes of details in NAMMU. The structure

of the program, however, remains intact.
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The transfer of data from HYPAC to NAMMU is accomplished by

the aid of a new subroutine HYPGRD. This subroutine is called

by INLNBY which has been complemented by the keyword GENERATE

A HYPAC GRID. The routine HYPGRD reads the finite element

mesh with boundary conditions and permeability values. Only

two element types are currently accepted namely an eight-

noded quadrilateral 2D-element and a cuboidal 3D-element with

a variable number of nodes between 8 and 20. At the input

of the 2D-element the node numbering sequence is altered to

comply with NAMMU standard (see Figure 4.1). The 3D-element

with a variable number of nodes was not in the original

element library of NAMMU.

The implementation of this element type is described in

Section 4.7. Appendix A containing source code listings of

the HYPGRD and INLNBY routines.

The HYPAC sequence The NAMMU sequence

Figure 4.1 The numbering sequence of the nodes in an 8-noded

quadrilateral element in HYPAC and NAMMU.

4.5.2 Input of boundary conditions.

At present only prescribed pressure (Dirichlet-type) boundary

conditions and the natural no-flow boundary condition can be

input from a HYPAC file.
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In HYPAC the prescribed pressure is expressed either as total

pressure or as a hydraulic head. Regardless of the units used

the prescribed pressure are converted to dynamic pressure in

subroutine HYPGRD before used in NAMMU. Normally it is

assumed that the boundary conditions are given as the total

pressure. If they are given a hydraulic head the keyword

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN HEAD must be given to assure that the

unit coversion is correctly done. The total pressure and

hydraulic head are converted to dynamic pressure according to

Equations 4-1 and 4-2:

P = P + p(T.P)gz (4-1)
d

Pd = 0p(T,P)g (4-2)

where:

pj = dynamic pressure (Pa)

P = total pressure (Pa)

g = gravitational acceleration (m/s )

z = vertical coordinate (m)

0 = hydraulic head (m)

p(T,P) = density as a function of (kg/nr*)

temperature and total

pressure

The temperature and pressure dependance of the density is

described further in Section 5.2.1.

Temperature boundary conditions can currently not be set in

HYPAC and can thus not be transferred to NAMMU.
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4.5.3 Input of material properties

The geometry file that is transferred from HYPAC to NAMMU

contains the permeability assigned to each element. Only the

diagonal elements of the permeability tensor can be read from

the geometry file and stored in NAMMU. The subroutine HYPGRD

is prepared for input of the full permeability tensor.

The material properties for the heat transport part of NAMMU

are as earlier assigned in NAMMU.

4.6 Modifications of the permeability handling

In the version of NAMMU obtained from Harwell the permeabi-

lity was treated as a diagonal tensor. The principal direc-

tions of an eventual anisotropy are thus restricted to be

parallel to the axes of the coordinate system used. Further-

more when a permeability tensor was assigned either as a

default value or with the aid of a keyword in the input deck,

it was assigned to all elements in the mesh.

As in the file transferred from HYPAC to NAMMU every element

is associated with its diagonal tensor, the permeability

handling in NAMMU has been altered slightly. The input of the

permeability tensor is done in the new subroutine HYPGRD

where it is stored in an array named PERM in COMMON/CPERM/.

Because NAMMU is required to function also in the original

configuration, i.e. when the permeability is not assigned in

HYPGRD the COMMON/CPERM/ must be initialized. This is done

in the subroutine NAMSET or in the subroutine DPGNDF by

copying the permeability tenser in COMMON/PROPSD/ to COMMON

/CPERM/. By using the command » GROUNDWATER FLOW the

default permeability is assigned.
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The array which contains the permeability tensors has been

dimensioned for 3000 finite elements. As the tensor for

groundwater flow problems is symmetric, only six matrix

elements have to be stored for each finite element. The

inclusion of COMMON/CPERM/ is a preparation for the future

introduction of full anisotropy. At present only the diagonal

elements are used.

The permeability tensor is needed at two occasions during a

NAMMU run, firstly at the assembly of the stiffness matrix

and secondly in the evaluation and presentation of the

results. The subroutines involved are ELEMBY and SETVL3

respectively. Consequently these routines have been comple-

mented with COMMON/CPERM/.

Both these routines extract information needed about the

elements. In ELEMBY this information is written on a file

("the element tape") which later is read by the subroutine

MONBY. In MONBY the permeability tensor is transferred to

COMMON/ELPERM/ for use in the assembly of the stiffness

matrix. In SETVL3 the tensor is similarily transferred to

COMMON/ELPERM/.

The subroutine PROPS used for evaluation of fluxes has been

changed so that the permeability is taken from COMMON/ELPERM/

instead of from COMMON/PROPSD/ as was the case earlier.

In order to incorporate the use of the full permeability

tensor some subroutines must be altered. One is PROPS.
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4.7 Implementation of a new element type

4.7.1 Introduction

The element normally used in HYPAC is a hexaedral curvelinear

three dimensional element with a varying number of nodes

between 8 and 20. Since it has been requested that it should

be possible to directly take over meshes used i HYPAC and

e.g. make parameter variations it has been necessary to

incorporate this rather complex element type in NAMMU.

The incorporation of the variable number of nodes element

caused the following major changes:

- Modification of the COMMON-blocks used for storing

element definitions

- Addition of element specific subroutines

- Modification of a number of existing subroutines

4.7.2 Definition of the new element type

The different element types are in NAMMU defined by the

contents of a number of COMMON block. The new element has

been added as first free element type number which was number

20 (COMMON/ELDIC1/) and it has been assigned the name SAP4

(COMMON/ELDIC2/).
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The SAP4 element has been defined in the same way as the

ordinary 20-node hexaedron in what regards Element Shape

Number, Scheeme for Gaussian Quadrature, Element Mapping

Function, Number of Nodes and Number of Function Types

(C0MM0N/ELDIC3/ - /ELDIC 7/). However the SAP4 element has

been given a new Function Type Number -5, number 5 (COMMON/

ELDIC8/). The use of this number is further described in

Section 4.7.3.

The Dictionary of Local Coordinates, i.e. COMMON/LCRDl/ and

/LCRD2/ has been complemented with the node numbering and

local node coordinates of the SAP4 element. Finally COMMON

/TOPDIC/ also called "Thing dictionary" has been expanded

with information about the nodes, edges and faces of the SAP4

element. This is a copy of the information from the ordinary

20 nodes element. The use of this COMMON block for the SAP4

element is described in Section 4.7.4.

The BLOCK DATA programs used for the initialisation of the

above described data are listed in Appendix A under the names

NAM10B3, NAM10B14, NAM10B19 and NAM10B3.

4.7.3 New subroutines

A routine called SAP4FD which gives the values of the shape

functions and their derivatives has been written. It is

coupled to the BFUN routine, which is used by NAMMU as main

routine for shape functions, through the new routine CSAP4.

The CSAP4 routine is called by BFUN when the function type

number is 5.
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4.7.4 Modification of current subroutines

The major problem in the implementation of the SAP4 element

was the varying number of nodes. To solve this problem a

special common block, C0MM0N/SAP4/ has been created. At the

input of a HYPAC grid in subroutine HYPGRD the nodal informa-

tion about each element is stored in this ~o«nmon block. The

information is subsequently recovered when needed using the

subroutine L0DEL2.

Apart from subroutine SAP4 that computes the shape functions

also the routines ELINF, FNINF and THINF that recover infor-

mation about elements from the common blocks described in

Section 4.7.2 have been complemented with C0MM0N/SAP4/.

Subroutine THINF that gives information about nodes on

element edges and faces has been modified to cope with a

variable number of nodes per element.

In order to speed up the execution of NAMMU the calls to

ELINF, FNINF and THINF have been conditional in that the

calls were skipped if the relevanu information already was

active. With the variable number of nodes in the SAP4 element

it has been necessary to make these calls unconditional to

ensure that the element information used at any time is

correct. This change concerns subroutine VLMAPC and a number

of the routines mentioned below.

In the subroutines ELINF, FNINF and THINF the c irrent element

number is needed. A new common block, COMMON/CURREL/ has been

deviced to transfer the element number. It has been included

in subroutines BCN, BFLIST, BNLIST, CHECBY, ELEMBY, FLUXCN,

GETIN, INDFR, PBNDBY, RGFBYl, RGFBY2, RGFBY3, SEEK and

SETVL3. Also at the calculation of shape functions COMMON

/CURREL/ is used for transfer of the element number to sub-

routine CSAP4.
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The routines ELINF, FNINF and THINF are designed so that if

IELND = -1 is transferred via COMMON/CURREL/ information for

a standard 20 node element is obtained. This is utilized in

subroutine INDEX.

In subroutines FLDVAR INDEX and MONBY it has been impossible

to solve the problem with a varying number of nodes per

element in the same way as described above. Instead the node

information is transferred to these routines with the aid of

C0MM0N/SAP4/. In order to be able to solve problems without

using the new element type the variables in C0MM0N/SAP4/ has

to be reset to zero. This is done in subroutine ELTSET.

4.8 Other modifications

In a number of subroutines misspellings have been found. The

words distortion and determinant have been erroneously spelt

"distorsion" and "detirminant" respectively in subroutine

CHECKC. These words are parts of definitions of keywords in

the input check and the user of NAMMU was therefore forced to

make intentional misspellings in the program input.

The WRITE and FORMAT statements mismatched in subroutine

READGF and have therefore been rearranged at three places. In

subroutine SOLV3 one FORMAT statement has been slightly

changed.

The variable MNBDY in subroutine PBOUND has been assigned the

value ?50 instead of the previous value 10 which caused an

insufficient dimensioning of an array. An erroneously spelt

variable name in COMMON/PGETIN/ in subroutine NAMSET has

been corrected. Finally the erronous use of the variable T

instead of TD on one line in subroutine PROPS has been

corrected. The changes can be clearly seen in the program

listings in Appendix A.
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A number of new subroutines have been written. These are:

- DUMDUM that contains ENTRY statements for referred but

inactive subroutines in order to avoid interrupts at link

time.

- DBUGMD, DBUGSD, DBUGOD, DBUGPL and DBUGEX that activate

test printouts. The four first concern the parts of NAMMU

that are activated by the commands "MODEL DATA", "SOLVER

DATA", "OUTPUT DATA" and "PLOT" respectively.

4.9 Restrictions

The coupling of NAMMU and HYPAC and in particular the intro-

duction of the new element with a variable number of nodes

has reduced the flexibility of NAMMU somewhat. The possibi-

lity of making »SAVE MODEL followed by »RESTORE MODEL has

disappeared when a HYPAC mesh is used because a number of

common blocks are initialized at input of the mesh.

The function »SET INITIAL GUESS;»DEFINE FUNCTION is no

longer permitted. It is stated in subroutine SETGES that

DEFINE FUNCTION "is to be withdrawn". If despite this ah

attempt is made to use this keyword the execution is termi-

nated for some uninvestigated reason.

The use of NAMMU together with HYPAC must always be started

with the command >> NAMMU to ensure that all necessary

initialisations are made.
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5 MODIFICATIONS IN HYPAC

5.1 Introduction

The program package HYFAC has been modified in two ways

because of the coupling to NAMMU:

- Introduction of routines for transfer of data from NAMMU

to HYPAC.

- Calculation of pressure heads for non-isothermal condi-

tions.

A detailed description of these changes is given in this

chapter. In chapter 3 HYPAC is described.

5.2 Interface to NAMMD

The input of NAMMU results to HYPAC is made using the sub-

routine READGF which is copied from NAMMU. In Section 5.4 the

data recalculations made at input are described.

5.3 Implementation of temperature dependence

5.3.1 General

Under non-isothermal conditions account must be taken for the

fact that the fluid density and viscosity are temperature

dependent functions. In this case the functions used by

Thunvik and Braester /16/ have been implemented. The expres-

sion for the density also takes account for the pressure

dependence.
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5.3.2 Density of water

The fluid density is given as a function of temperature and

absolute pressure:

p(T,P) = 1000/(T(T(T(a4T+a3)+a2)+ai)+a3+a5P) (5-1)

3CT.P.

T

P

a o
a l
a 2

a 3

H
a 5

) = Fluid density as a function of

temperature and pressure

= Temperature

= Absolute pressure

= 1.000245779

=-2.9782-10"5

= 6.536-10"6

*-2.830-10"8

•= 9.115-10"11

=-4.697~10"10

(kgm"3)

(°c)
(Pa)

The water density as a function of the temperature and the

absolute pressure is given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Density of water as a function of t. :ie temperature

and the absolute pressure (from /16/).
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5.3.3 Dynamic viscosity of water

The implemented function for the temperature dependance of

the dynamic viscosity is as follows:

where:

U(T)

a o
a l

= ao(A2.9+T)ai

= dynamic viscosity

a function of the

= 0.5858327123

= -1.538389244

of water as

temperature

(5-2)

(Pas)

Figure 5.2 gives a graphical representation of the dynamic

viscosity for water versus the temperature.
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Figure 5.2 The dynamic viscosity of water as a function of

temperature (from /16/).
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5.4 Result conversion

All post processing programs in HYPAC require as input the

solution of the flow equation in terms of nodal values of

some measure of the ground water pressure. This can be

expressed either as hydraulic head, dynamic pressure or as

absolute or total pressure. NAMMU yields results in terms of

dynamic pressure. In order to fascilitate the evaluations

made in the post processing programs all nodal pressure are

recalculated to pressure heads regardless of their original

units (see also Section 6.2.6). The formulas used for the

recalculation from absolute pressure and dynamic pressure are

given by 5-3 and 5-4 respectively.

0 = —£- + z (5-3)
p(T,P)g

P,
0 = 9 (5_4)

p(T,P)g

0
p

pd
P(T,P)

T

g

z

= hydraulic head

= absolute pressure

= dynamic pressure

= density

= temperature

= gravitational acceleration

= vertical coordinate

(m)

(Pa)

(Pa)

(kgnT3)

(°C)
(ms~2)

(m)



When dealing with HAMMU results expressed as dynamic pressure

the density must be calculated using an iterative method

because of i t s dependance of the absolute pressure. Given the

dynamic pressure P^ , the temperature T and the z-coordinate

the density i s calculated as follows:

Step 1: A rough estimate of the total pressure and the

density that corresponds to P^.

po = 998. Kg/m

Po = Pd " Po«z

Pi = P<P
O.T>

-3

P l = Pd "

where H(P,T) i s given by Equation 5-1,

Step 2:

While

calculate

Pn+1 ~ Pi -10 6 and n<50

Pn+1 = Pd "

(5-5a)

(5-5b)

(5-5c)

(5-5d)

(5-5e)

(5-5f)

The iteration formula gives a relative error less than

H.0'10"' which is neglectable compared with the error in the

density function (Equation 5-1). Since the pressure deriva-

tive of the density is very low the convergence rate of the

iteration formula is high.

An advantage in the recalculation of nodal values to heads is

that all temperature corrections are made already at input

time which significantly simplifies the programming.
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6 VERIFICATIONS

6.1 General

Several different tests and verifications have been performed

to check the implementation of NAMMU and to test the modifi-

cations of NAMMU and HYPAC described in the previous chap-

ters:

- Sample test delivered with NAMMU from Harwell

- Comparison of evaluations made with HYPAC before and after

modifications

- Comparison of results obtained using NAMMU with results

obtained using GWHRT

- Comparison of post processing results from HYPAC with

these from NAMMU

- Comparison between NAMMU and another FEM program (DOT) and

an analytical solution for a transient case

- Full scale 3D test with NAMMU.

In addition two different ways of representing the tempera-

ture in a point in a finite element grid has been tested.

Most of the tests were made using a twodimensional stationary

problem used in the HYDROCOIN study as Level 1 Case 2 /17/

(See Figure 6.1).
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r -—,—

\

\

Figure 6.1 Finite element mesh used for the HYDROCOIN Level 1

Case 2 test.

6.2 Test runs

6.2.1 Verification of the NAMMU implementation

In order to verify the implementation of NAMMU on the Amdahl

470 computer two given test cases that were delivered to-

gether with NAMMU have been run. The tests are simple steady-

state calculations in two and three dimensions respectively.

As the results from the test runs are identical with the

original results from Harwell the implementation is regarded

as verified.
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6.2.2 Verification of the HYPAC modifications

In the HYDROCOIN study HYPAC was used with the GWHRT model

for Level 1 Case 2. These evaluations were rerun with the

modified versions of TRG/TPL and CLG/CPL (see Section 3.3).

The calculated isopotentials and velocity vectors are iden-

tical with those obtained in HYDROCOIN. This was verified by

studying plots simultanously on a graphical screen. In this

way it was also verified that the trajectories were iden-

tical with those calculated earlier. Figure 6.2 shows iso-

potentials calculated.

Figure 6.2 Isopotentials for HYDROCOIN Level 1 Case 2.
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6.2.3 Comparison of NAMMU with GWHRT

The HYDROCOIN Level 1 Case 2 mesh described above was used

for comparing results from NAMMU with those from GWHRT. The

results from the two programs were recalculated to hydraulic

heads using the procedure described in Section 5.4 and

compared node by node. The largest head difference for any

node was 0.014 m or 0.011%. However, for 85% of the nodes the

deviation was less than 0.001%.

6.2.4 Post processing results in NAMMU compared with HYPAC

for a given NAMMU solution

The HYPAC program CLG for calculating isopotentials has an

option allowing for the evaluation of velocity vectors.

Despite a very good agreement between calculated pressure

heads from different codes the absolute values of the calcu-

lated velocities can differ with up to a factor of two given

that the gradient is very small. An investigation of the

reasons for such a deviation showed that one possible reason

is cancellation in the evaluation of the pressure gradient.

The situation is especially sensitive to this phenomenon at

the element centroid.

The particle tracking algorithms invoked in NAMMU and HYPAC

(the program TRG) differ in the integration method. In TRG

Euler's method (also called explicit or forward differencing)

is used while a predictor-corrector method is incorporated

in NAMMU. Table 6.1 summarizes a comparison made between

trajectories calculated with TRG based on both GWHRT and

NAMMU results for identical meshes (the HYDROCOIN Level 1

Case 2). In addition the NAMMU results have been evaluated

using both TRG and the NAMMU tracking algorithm.
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Table 6.1 Trajectories obtained with different combinations

of FEM-solutions and particle tracking codes. The

tracking was interrupted before the grid boundary

was reached.

FEM Trajectory Reference

solution generating point

program x v_

Integrated

time (s) length (m)

GWHRT

NAMMU

NAMMU

TRG

TRG

NAMMU

458

458

458

.90

.90

.37

47

47

46

.38

.41

.96

1.68-107 270

1.70-107 270

2.36-107 n.a.*

*) NAMMU did not output the integrated path length.

Figure 6.3 shows the trajectory generated by NAMMU and

plotted using the NAMMU graphics output routines.

Figure 6.3 Trajectory generated and plotted by NAMMU.
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6.2.5 A transient case

NAMMU was tested for a transient case where an analytical

solution was available. Equation 6-1 is Fick's second law for

a one dimensional situation.

dC
— = D
at

32C

dx"

Where:

C = Concentration

D = Diffusivity

(6-1)

(Kg/m3)

(m2/s)

This equation can be shown to be analogues to the flow

equation in NAMMU by inserting Equation 6-2 into Equation 2-1

in Section 2.3 and deleting the temperature dependent term.

0
30

3P

Where:

0 = Porosity

P = Pressure

(6-2)

(Pa)

The calculated case is diffusion out of a slab of thickness L

•= 1 with an initial concentration C = 1 . The concentration

in both sides of the slab is set to zero at all times. The

analytical solution for the flux out of the slab in this case

is /18/:

F(t) = exp(-(2m+l)2 L2/(4Dt)) (6-3)

m=0



where:
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f (t)

D

L

t

m

= flux out of the slab

= initial concentration

= diffusivity

= slab thickness = 1

= time

= integer number between 0 and

This case was calculated using NAMMU and DOT which is a

FEM-program for heat conduction /19/ and Equation (6-3).

Figure 6.4 shows a comparison between the three solutions. It

should be printed out that different element types was usad

in NAMMU and DOT and this can explain the difference between

the solutions.

0,5

Concentration prof i le ar t= 2000 year

NAMMU
DOT
Analyfhical soUticn-

1,0 [ml

Figure 6.4 The solution of a transient problem computed by NAMMU

and DOT compared with an analytical solution
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6.2.6 Temperature handling

At the calculation of the fluid density at a given point in a

finite element under non-isothermal conditions there are two

options:

1) Calculation of the density in the nodal prints followed by

interpolation of the density in the given point.

2) Interpolation of the temperature in the given point

followed by the density calculation.

These two methods are not identical as the shape functions

only can give approximations of the density. The same is

valid for the dynamic viscosity.

The significance of the difference between the two methods was

tested by calculating the density and viscosity for a number of

different temperatures and pressures. The relative difference

between the two methods was found to be in the order of 10 . It

was thus concluded that the difference was insignificant. Because

method number 2) has two major advantages (the density and

viscosity need not to be stored for each node and the hydraulic

head can be evaluated for each node only once) this method was

chosen to be included in HYPAC (see also Section 5.4).

6.3 Full scale test

The current implementation of NAMMU is intended i.a. for use

in reviewing performance assessments for radioactive waste

repositories. Recent performance assessments have involved

three-dimensional modelling of sites using up to about 11000

nodes and 2500 elements. In order to test NAMMU for big

applications like this one of the runs made for the KBS3
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study /20/ including 8538 nodes and 1932 elements was re-

peated. The front width of the equation system was 558.

In this run NAMMU required 7500 kbytes storage divided in

330000 words of real work area and 100000 words of integer

work area. In order to be able to perform the calculation the

maximum number of nodes and elements were changed in sub-

routine NAMSET. The big mesh required a substantial amount of

disk storage for the three direct access files used by NAMMU.

The execution required 30 CPU minutes on the Amdahl 470. The

greatest difference in hydraulic head between the NAMMU

results and the corresponding results obtained using GWHRT

was 7.16-10"3 m or 0.0103Z (compare Section 6.2.3).
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